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Moving into Tigers 

 As you transition into the Tiger Program there are  

6 important things to know: 
 

Before making the decision to move into the Tiger program, your child must 
be at least 7 years old and have spoken with an instructor about transitioning 

into Tigers. This is a big step and a big change and not all seven year olds 

even ready for it. An instructor will be able to determine if it’s the right time 

for your child. 

 

The Tiger program has a different ranking system. If your child has earned 

the Little Champion rank they will be equivalent to a Tiger yellow belt.  If 

they have not yet earned their Little Champion belt, they will be the      
equivalent of a Tiger white belt. 

 

Testing in the Tiger program is different than in the Ninjas. Taekwondo 

rank promotions are by invitation only and are held in the evening of the 3rd 

Friday of March, June, September, and December.  Instructors make the final 

call as to when a student is ready for rank promotion, and students should not 

expect to test at every testing as they did in the Little Ninjas program. Little 

Champions should expect to spend a minimum of 6 months as both a 

Little Champion and orange belt. 

To earn a new rank in the Tiger program a student must meet the following 

criteria: 

 Demonstrate knowledge and proficiency in all required curriculum. 

 Demonstration of a black belt attitude in and out of class. 

 The student shows mental and physical growth since their last testing. 

 All Above & Beyond challenges are completed and turned in. 

 Regular and consistent class attendance. 

 The minimum class attendance requirement has been met. 

Continued on next page 
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Attention 

Little Champion 
 

You will have a new student Curriculum and Above & Beyond. It is very 

important to visit the Tiger section of the Member Site and download and 

print off your requirements. 
These documents contain requirements for each Tiger rank and qualifications 

for earning your next rank. 

 

 

You will need to update your membership to a Tiger membership.  Please 

be aware that there is a price increase from Little Ninjas to Tigers and this is 

because you will go from two 30 minute classes per week, to an unlimited  

attendance membership where every class is 45 minutes. Please see an        
instructor to find the best membership option for you and to fill out new 

membership paperwork. 

 

 

There is additional Sparring equipment that is regularly used in the Tiger 

classes. The equipment is used in Olympic Sparring training and includes 

everything you’ll need to stay protected while sparring. It is recommended to 

get your own equipment. Gear packages range from $105 - $255 and a Rock 
staff member can show you the options and help you find the best gear for 

you. 

 

 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding testing or the     

Tiger program please let us know. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Rock Staff 
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